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The early testing of straight and 15 degree vectored nozzles
using a six component thrust stand was extremely difficult and
at times appeared to be impossible. The breakthrough occurred with
Scott Flakes work Figure 22, page 40. With the installation
of externally pressurized bellows in the air supply the moment
produced by a 15 degree vectored nozzle could be differentiated
from the straight nozzle. This data indicated that the six
component thrust stand worked and that accurate thrust vectored
readings were possible. The work of students Scott Flake and
Greg Devlin have been included as the final report for
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ABSTRACT
This project compared the forces and moments produced by straight
and 1 5 degree vectored nozzles. Using the six component thrust
stand in the engines lab at Cal Poly several trials were performed. This
data was then reduced using first a computer program and then later
an electronic spreadsheet. This reduced data was graphed and
compared. As a result of these comparisons some unexpected forces
were discovered. Several more tests were run including a zero thrust
test and a statistical comparison were done to discover the source of
these discrepancies. As a direct result several nozzle changes were
made and significant revisions to the thrust stand are being made.
2OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the Senior Project are as follows:
1. Compare the thrust produced by a straight conical nozzle
to that of a nozzle offset by 15 degrees.
2. Learn the operation of the FLUKE data aquisition system.
3. Write a computer program to reduce the raw data.
4. Determine the precision of the thrust table.
RESULTS
1. The results of the test on October 9,1990 are on pages 1 9
through 21.
2. The results of the test on December 14,1990 are on
pages 22 through 31.
3. The results of the test on December 1 9,1 990 are on
pages 32 through 41.
4. The results of the test on January 24,1 991 are on
pages 42 through 50.
5. The computer program was done on a spreadsheet, and is
contained on a Macintosh disk.
6. The program for the FLUKE is with the computer in
building 13 engines lab.
3DISCUSSION
A. Background
This project compares the thrust produced by two nozzles. These
nozzles are supplied with high pressure air. The maximum pressure
supplied is 1 10 psig. Using the supply valve any pressure can be
obtained for testing purposes. As air is supplied to the nozzle a thrust
is produced by the nozzle. By mounting the nozzle on a thrust stand
the forces and moments can be measured and recorded.
The six component thrust stand is the heart of the system. It is
comprised of six load cells. These load cells can measure forces and
moments in three dimensions. The ability to measure not only the
reactions but the forces and the moments are very valuable. Using
this ability I was able to study the effects of the straight, 15 degree
offset, and zero thrust nozzles.
The future of the thrust stand includes the mounting of an
additional nozzle. This would allow much more testing involving the
mixing of the nozzle exhaust, and other applications. All of these
combinations can be handled by the thrust stand and the FLUKE data
acquisition system currently installed.
4( B. Equipment
This project started with the major pieces of hardware in place.
The thrust stand was completed, both the straight and 1 5 degree
nozzles were in place, and the FLUKE data acquisition computer was
connected and working. All of this equipment is located in Building's
1 3 Engines lab. As I started this project the load cell placement and
calibration had just been completed and the FLUKE was programmed
to read the load cells and pressure transducers. The temperature
thermocouples, though physically in place, had not been connected to
the FLUKE.
The Thrust Stand load cells are calibrated and attached to the
FLUKE. The inlet plenum for a single nozzle was mounted on the
Thrust Stand and one nozzle was attached. Either the straight, 1 5
degree offset, or zero thrust nozzles are available for testing. The inlet
plenum was attached to the air supply lines with flexible hose. The
entire set-up was mounted on a pedestal setting on the floor. The
attachment to the floor was not permanent yet.
There are three nozzles available for testing on the thrust stand.
These nozzles are pictured in Pictures 1 and 2. First the straight
nozzle is used for thrust only in the Z axis. It has zero offset. The 1 5
Degree nozzle is identical to the straight nozzle except that it was cut
at a 1 5 degree angle and welded back together to provide a thrust
vectored at 1 5 degrees. These two nozzles are identical in all other










The data recording is provided by a FLUKE data acquisition
computer. The FLUKE is connected to all six load cells and the two
pressure transducers. The computer monitors all eight channels and
displays the information on a screen. The excitation voltages for all
the load cells and transducers are provided by the computer. Using
the software provided the information coming into the computer can
be manipulated and processed. This additional processing comes at
the expense of sample frequency. Because of this the computer was
programmed only to give the average of the last seven pressure
samples. This information allowed us to determine when steady state
had been achieved during testing. When the instantaneous reading
matched the average reading, steady state was achieved and a reading
was recorded.
C. Data Reduction
My first objective was to write a program to take the load cell
readings displayed on the Fluke and convert them to reactions and
moments. The program was written in BASIC so that it could be used
on an IBM, which was to be placed in the lab. After the first program
was written an error was found in the equations describing the forces











Using these new equations, the program was updated. The listing is
included in APPENDIX A. Also in APPENDIX A is a diagram showing
the directions and sign of each load cell. The new program worked
correctly and was written for an IBM and a Macintosh.
As further tests were conducted the program became bulky and
slow. The equations were then transferred to a spreadsheet. The
spreadsheet consisted of several files. First there was the database.
This included all the raw data from the computer printouts. The data
from all the trials is stored here for ease of use. Next there are several
files for each trial. These files are linked and then the spreadsheet
automatically calculates and formats the data.
The data from the spreadsheet is now in table form. The data was
then imported into a plotting program called "Cricket Graph" and the
plots were generated. This program also calculated Lineal Regressions
of the data. This feature became important to me later in determining
possible problems in the test stand structure.
D. Trial of October 2,1990
This was the first trial of the test stand. The data was taken with
the flexiable hose attached and no bellows. The data from this test
9showed that significant work was needed in order to get good data.
This data was not plotted but showed clearly that there was a problem
with the stand set-up at this point. The forces in the Z direction were
higher for the 15° nozzle than for the straight nozzle, and the data was
not consistent at the same pressure. From observations during the test
it was noted that the hoses had a lot of play in them. As the air
pressure increased the hose would flex and push on the test stand.
This introduced external forces and interfered with the actual readings.
This test prompted us to redesign the air supply arrangement; it was
clear that a flexible hose would not work. The idea for a bellows
arrangement was brought up here and Don Backlund designed an
externally pressurized nozzle to be installed at the intake of the
plenum. My idea of a bellows on the output side of the bellows was
put on hold because the materials for the inlet bellows had been
aquired.
E. Trial of December 14, 1990
This run was conducted with a single externally pressurized
bellows. From previous testing and observations it was determined
that neither the hose nor the convoluted plastic bellows were working.
Test runs were conducted on both the straight nozzle and the 1 5 °
vectored nozzle. Twenty-one sets of data were taken for each nozzle.
This original data can be found in APPENDIXD. Using the revised
basic program, the spreadsheet had not been finished yet, the data was
converted to reactions and moments. Tables 1 and 2 show this
reduced data in table form. From this data a set of curves showing a
10
comparison between the straight and 15 nozzle were produced.
These curves are shown in Figures 1 through 12. From these curves
the data general ly had significant scatter, we had hoped for less scatter
than the curves indicated we had. Additionally the data wasn't
repeatable. Two points in the straight nozzle test P=31.6psig and
P=31.7psig were significantly far apart with the moment in the X
direction the worst with a percent difference of 69%. It was
concluded that the manifold was exerting a large side load on the test
stand and thereby causing faulty data readings in the load cells.
The next step was a detailed investigation of the movements of the
manifold and the test stand using a dial indicator. The dial indicator
showed the movements of the test stand and the air manifold as they
reacted to the forces from the air manifold, the pressurized manifold,
and from the nozzle. From this investigation it was discovered that
when the test stand was pressurized there indeed was some noticeable
loading of the test cells. It has been theorized by Dr. Carpenter that
these forces may be due to the bellows being in shear. During this
investigation test cell #2 slipped in its holder when loaded. This cell
was fixed as best we could by tightening the set screws that secure it,
longer mounting wires and additional fasteners are needed to finish
the job. Extra supports of the supply pipes were also added. From the
previous tests it was determined that additional rigidity was needed.
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F. Trial of December 1 9, 1 990
This trial used a dual bellows arrangement to reduce the data
scatter by reducing the side loads, and eliminating the forces caused
by the bellows being in shear. Tables 6 and 7 showthe reduced data
and Figures 13 through 24 show graphically this information.
The first observation was that the data had significantly less scatter
when compared to the previous trials. When these two runs were
compared with each other the Forces in the Z direction looked the
same as the Moments in the X direction. There was a significant
improvement in the Moments about the Y axis. These moments are
expected to be zero; in the December 1 4 test they ranged from -2 to -
1 0 in-lbf. With the new bellows installed these moments were
reduced to about 1 to -3 in-lbf. Also the moment produced by the
straight nozzle in the Z direction was virtually eliminated. The major
problem left unsolved was the large moment in the z direction
produced by the 15 ° nozzle. We had hoped for something close to
zero. And the small moment in the Y direction, which had been
reduced but not eliminated.
G. Zero Thrust Trial
With the additional improvements on the test stand and the data
of the two major tests complete I now wanted to find out how the test
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stand reacted to pressurization with no thrust. To do this the zero
thrust nozzle was used and eleven readings were taken throughout the
test range. These results are located in table 8 and shown in Figures
25 through 36.
Looking at each Force and Moment one at a time the Force in the
X direction was very nearly zero with a range of about -0.05 to -0.35
Ibf. In the Y direction the force was linear and varied from -2 to -10
Ibf. The equation of the line and correlation coefficient are:
y = 0.20900 - 0.1 051x
R2= 1.000
(7)
The linearity of this force is surprising because there are so many
factors that could affect it. Because it is so linear i think that the bulk
of this disturbance is being caused by the bellows. The linearity
comes from the fact that it movement is so small a small angle
approximation could be applied to the shear in the bellows. This
would linearize an equation that had an angle associated with it. The
good news is that it is linear so if this effect cannot be removed
mechanically it can be removed mathematically using equation 7.
The force in the direction was mostly scatter and ranged form -0.05 to
-0.4. The force in the Y direction produced a moment in the X
direction that was also very nearly linear. The equation and
correlation coefficient are:
y = 8.089 e-2 + 5.3016 e-2 x (8)
13
R 2 = 0.975
This could also be removed mathematically by removing the force in
the Y direction. The moment in the Y direction ranged from 0 to 0.4
and was again scatter. The moment in the Z direction was also scatter
and ranged from 0.7 to 1.3.
This test showed clearly that there are substantial forces and
moments being produced and recorded by our instruments besides the
nozzle. Until these external forces are removed the test stand will give
erroneous readings and mask what is really going on. The problem
was narrowed down to three areas, the first being the nozzle, second
the supply piping, and third the accuracy of the readings. From this
and the other data it was concluded that the stand needed to be made
more rigid. A table is being built to replace the current apparatus; this
should help reduce the external forces being introduced into the stand.
H. Accuracy of the Stand
To test the accuracy of the stand and the instruments ten readings
at the same plenum pressure were taken. Four different pressures
were used for this test. Using this data the standard deviation and
variance were calculated for each load cell. The major assumption
that had to be made was that the data followed a normal distribution.
There was not enough data to show this distribution and there was not
enough time to take enough data to show a normal distribution. This
information is collected in Table 1. Using load cell 4 as a typical cell
14
Summary of Statistical Calculations






























_-_lStandard Deviation 0.019 0.0232
P=78.7 psig
Mean 4.726 3.974 3.999 -0.19 -4.283
Variance 0.000604 0.003827 0.00243 0.00732 0.000112






the distribution ranged from 0.0156 at the low pressure of 1 2.8 psig to
0.08556 at the high pressure of 78.7 psig. As the pressure got higher
the standard deviation got larger as did the variance. This was the
pattern of all six load cells on the test stand. This shows that the test




1) The test stand does a good job of showing gross comparisons
between the straight and 15 ° nozzles. By looking at the data from
December 19 the moments in the X direction show just how
much the 15 ° vector makes. While the straight nozzle produces
essentially a zero moment the 15 ° vectored nozzle produces a
moment of almost 100 in-lbf. The moment produced is linear
with an equation of:
y = 2.0367 + 1.0489x
R 2 = 1.000
(9)
2) The test stand has several external forces acting on it. These
forces are interfering with our ability to accurately tell what the
nozzle is really doing. These anomalies are most apparent in the
zero thrust test. Surprisingly these external forces turned out to be
linear. The cause of these forces is first the supply piping
deflecting as the pressure increases and two the bellows being in
shear. By building a new table that will rigidly support the
bellows and remove the forces from the supply piping these forces
could be virtually removed.
3) The test stand works best at low pressures, below about 25 psig in
the inlet plenum. The statistical analysis shows that as the
pressure increases the variance and the standard deviation
17
increase rapidly.
Because of this, tests that require the highest accuracy should be
limited to 25 psig.
4) The thermocouples should be connected and calibrated.
this information additional calculations could be made to
determine velocity and then in turn an actual thrust.
With
5) The wires on the load cells need to be a larger diameter and the
screwsthat tighten them need to be larger. Without larger wires
and screws the load cells cannot be tightened properly. Load cell
2 was already found to be loose and tightened as much as the
allen wrench would allow, which is not enough.
18
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Comparison of Forces in the X direction
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Comparison of Forces in the Y direction
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Comparison of Forces in the Fz Direction

























Comparison of Moments in the X direction
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Comparison of Moments in the Z axis
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Comparison of load cell 2
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Comparison of load cell 6
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y ----9.9568e-2 + 4.7448e-3x R^2 = 0.940
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y = 9.3843e-3 - 5.341Oe-2x RA2 = 1 .000
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January 24, 1 991
_, y = 0.19962 - 5.170Oe-2x R^2 = 0.999
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Moments in the Z direction
January 24, 1991
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TO ontaln usefu! output data from a thrust stand it is necessary to
,-JeTlne a r-eference cooro_nate SySl:erfi For-the Cal Poly six-
c:om_onent thrust stand, t.nis c()ofcilnate system is deflned as shown
in figure 1. The xy-plane shown will be referred to as the "reference











The forces measured by the load. cells are represented by the forces
R1 through R6 in the figure. The six components measured by the
stand, F>,, Fy, Fz, Mx, My, and YIz, are shown. Note that this figure
defines the sign convention for these components. Each load cell is
located at some coordinates (xi,Yi,Zi) relative to the reference
coordinate system. The six orthogonal components measured can, in
a general form, be calculated as follows:
r-.
,, l-&_- 1.
Fv = # ,-" -" RF.
F-,=RI-, R2.R-.L. ,.}
Pi× = R lyl + ,D_v_,Lz,:+ R_v_,., - RSZ5 - R6Z6
My = -RlVl - R2X 2 - R3x 3 + R4Z4




'{ _, • q, ,._
53
. - Z, "¢_
_D
The distancesxi,x4, and y4 are designed to be zero. As the load
cells are designed to all lie in the reference plane, eacl; cell's z-
coordinate will be equal to zero. The equations then become:
Fx = R4
F,I= _ii{5 + R 6
Fz = R1 + R2 + R3
_"i,,:= R t>l I,.:;.. R3Y3
" = -D"v2 - 1::).=,"3IfiF " ' = .... .-" ,
1 qz = _4c',,'c -.- P-v,-
Knowledge_ of these six cornpone,_ts can be used to define a s;noie
-I JIU:mL, VeCLuI .
(--.x)f+ (-Fy)j-+ (-Fz)::F
and its locatiorl in _-r_-- - -,_.,,e relative to the refer-ence plane, (._, y, z), as
sthown in figure 2. Thecoorcilnates(_.,_,__)are found bywrit!ngtr;e
equilibrium moment equations about each of the three axes of the
reference coordinate system.
Mx " Fg_- - FZy"= 0
My, - FxZ * Fzx = 0
Mz -'- Fxy-- F,,2_= 0
-Fz o +r×t_---_r_y/
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October 2, 1990 Data
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System identification data















































































































































































































































































































































































***** Record 00:50 - 00-3 an-72

















































rr l.Jl..l:_b= l._c_r £._lllt'L_r I I 5L
messaoes
System identification data





A 9*F'ressune 2 1--




















***** Record 00:=2u - 00-3an-72

























***** Recor0 00:53 - 00-jan-72
Process parameter llst
*** Monitor ***












"' _ I pSl (]
33.5 pslg
...... pslg


















































Value Unit Alarm messages
26.7 pslg
37.8 psi g










































































































































































***** RecorO 00:59 - O0-Oan-72













Value Unit Alarm messages
-2.8 pslg
-1.2 psig
-?. 8 psi g
-1.2 pslg




O. 2(]) i bf
O. 44 I bf
S%'s_en, ioentifica_ion oata



















gO. 75 1 bf
-ll.4d ib+
wo. 4 r} I bf










































'__I LIE Unl t (i. E_I°_ Ch_E sage-
54. i p_i:_
75. i psiQ













***** Recoro t._1:02 - 00-aan-72
Process parameter list
Value Unit Alarm messaoes

































































20.29 I b f
-0.85 Ibf
1.3 ° ib÷
1. O0 I b ÷
System Identiflcation data
















.... J_,l u_ Unit AI arr,, me s -.sa .o _- _--
,, _*Pressur_ 2 -I.2 P-_i'Z:
,.:,:J-f 'tess. 1 Ave _.,5 _.=_
A-"l*Pres=-. 2 _'4e i._ ,-.




- . i.} pslg
- ,; "-.--_.,: 31.8 pslg
-. 21.8 psig
.-. , -_ _ve 31.9 pslg
•, , ,: : 28. 10 Ibf
_.Read 2 -14.O4 ibf
:;*Read 3 ._..°=02 I bf
B 4*Read 4 -I.A4 Ibf
B 5*Read 5 -(2).O1 ib4
B _*Read _ -(:).53 Ib!_
messages
System identlflcatlon data












































***** Record 01: Ii - Ok,-oan-72
Process _arameter list
*** Monitor ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 37.5 pslo
A 8*Pressure 2 51.9 psig
A20*Press. I Ave 37.9 pslg
A21*Press. 2 Ave 52.3 pslg
B l-Read i 29.98 lbf
B 2*Read 2 -12.88 Ib÷
B 3*Read 3 24.77 Ib_
B 4*Read 4 -0.94 Ib_
B 5*Read 5 -1.50 Ib_



































































































***** Record 00:33 -
Process parameter list
















































































































***** 12/14/90 ***** Record 00:38 - O0-Jan-72



































































































***** Record 00:39 - 00-Jan-72
Process parameter list _
Unit Alarm messages
-2. o psi g
-0.9 pslg






i . 05 i b ÷
*_*** 12/14/9'0
System identification Oata



























***** 12/14,'90 ***** Record 00:41 -























































***** Record 00:42 - (L)O-Jan-72















































































3. _i ] bf
1. I0 Ibf
messages
00-J an - 72























































































***** Record 00:47 - 00-Jan-7}



























, • :-'_-(u _ _ _J
..... .;r(j
A22*R6
.... ,i. , . : .-:-,,'- ,T,













































* +_'* _ ",- 1 _." 1 g/9t-_
',_'rs_e,,'n iOd, ntlflcatlon da[a
.- . ;_+ssur-e I
























S xstem identifir_ation data




















































***** Record 01:02 - O0-Jan-72
Process parameter list __/
messages
***** 12/14/90 ***** Record {')1:03 - O0-Jan-72
System identification data Process parameter list
*** Monitor ***




































***** Record 01:03 - 00-Jan-72
Process parameter list
Value Unit Alarm messages
-2.7 psi g
-1.0 psig








































***** Record 01:05 - O0-Jan-72
F'rocess parameter list / ? _
**_ Monitor ***




















































***** Record 01:06 - O0-Jan-72























































***** 12/14/90 ***** Record (-)I:(]8 --



























***** 12/14/90 ***** Record 01:09 - 00-Jan-72
System identification data Process parameter list
*** Monitor ***



















































_*_* Record Vl: i0 -- ,._-_-Jan-72
Process parameter list
*** Monitor _-_ i
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 77,5 psig











***** 12,/14/9(] ***** Record Ol:li - 00-Jan-72
System identification data Process parameter list
**_ Monitor *_*
















































































































***** Record LJI: 19 - 00-0an-72

























































***** Record 01:21 - 00-Jan-72


























































***** Record 01 ."__.°_ _ O0-Oan-72























































***** Record 01:24 -
Process parameter list
92
00- J an - 72-_
*** Monitor ***















































































































***** Record 01:27 - O0-Jan-72
Process parameter list _
*** Monitor ***


















































***** 12/14/90 ***** Record 01:28 -























































***** Record 01:29 - 00-Jan->_2






























***** Record 01:.31 -
Process parameter list
























































***** RecorO 01:33 - uu-Oan-->w
Procems parameter ilm_
*** Monitor ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm messages
7*Pres=_ure i 4,'._ p-=ig
A 8*F'ressure 2 i_.7.4 psig
AI5_Pre_sl 47.# psig
Al6*Press2 =_.6 psig
AI/_RI i-. 5_: _ he
H I cJiK_J --I i.c,_ iE.r
AI9*R3 25.89 io+
A20*R4 -2. O4 ibf
A21*R5 ,, _c_ Io;
A_i M6 5.0C_ ibf
96
• .- -.> -L ]7 i;-. --_Ci,- /_










































***** 12114/90 ***** Record 01:35 -


























































***** Record 01:36 - 00-3an-72

















2 7 psi g-- .o


































































































***** Record 01:39 - 00-Ja_2
Process parameter list _
/
Unit Alarm messages
A 7*Pressure 1 -2.7 psig








































***** Record 01:40 -
Process parameter list
*** Monitor ***
! # Name Value Unit Alarm .messages
A 7*Pressure 1 -2.7 psig










***** 12/14/90 ***** Record 01:41 - 00-0an-72





























***** Record 01:41 - O0-aan-72















































































































***** 12114190 ***** Record 01:44 -

























***** 12/14/90 ***** Record 01:44 - 00-Jan-72
System identification data Process parameter list
*** Monitor ***














































































***** 12/14/90 ***** Record 01:46 - O0-Jan-72
System identification data
*** Monitor ***



















2 _ oo I bf

























































***** Record 01:49 - O0-Jan-72








# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 95.5 psig

















***** Record 00:36 - O0-Jan-72























































***** 12/19/90 ***** Record 00:38 - O0-Jan-72






















































































***** Record 00:42 - O0-Jan-72
Process parameter list
*** Monitor ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 21.7 psig



























































































































































































***** 12/19/90 ***** Record 00:58 - O0-Jan-72


























***** Record 00:58 - O0-Jan-72
























































***** Record 01:00 - O0-Jan-72






















































































































***** Record 01:02 - O0-Jan-72

























































***** Record 01:03 - O0-Jan-72

























***** 12/19/90 ***** Record 01:04 - O0-Jan-72





















































































***** Record Ol:O6_?,J _ 00-3an-72
*** Monitor ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 -2.8 psig













***** Record 01:08 - 00-3an-72























































***** Record 01:09 - O0-Jan-72

























































***** Record 01:11 - O0-Jan-72

























































***** Record c)l: 12 - O0-Jan-72
























































***** Record 01:14 - O0-Jan-72




















































































***** Record 01:17 - O0-Jan-72
process parameter list
*** Monitor *** Value Unit Alarm
# Name ............
--- 62.4 psig
A 7.Pressure 1 49.9 psig













***** Record 01:17 - 00-3an-72





















































***** 12/19/90 ***** Record 01:19 -



























***** Record 01:22 - 00-Jan-72

























































A 7*Pressure 1 -2.7 psig









***** Record 01:24 - O0-Jan-72
















































***** Record 01:25 - O0-Jan-72























































***** Record 01:26 - O0-dan-72




































































































***** 12/19/90 ***** Record 01:35 -


























































System identification da_ a
messages
***** Record 01:37 - O0-Jan-72

























































***** Record 01:39 - O0-Jan-_2
























































***** Record 01:41 -
Process parameter list
*** Monitor ***












































































***** Record 01:43 - _-J_-72
















































***** Record 01:44 - O0-Oan-72










































***** Record 01:46 - O0-J_a_n-72


























































***** Record 01:50 - 00-3an-72



















































































































***** Record 01:52 - 00-3an-72


























































***** Record 01:53 - O0-Jan-72



























***** Record 01:56 - O0-Jan-72
Process parameter list
*** Monitor ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 62.7 psig














***** Record 01:56 - O0-Jan-72


























































***** Record 01:57 - O0-Jan-72
Process parameter list
*** Monitor ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 -2.7 psig










































***** Record 01:58 - O0-Jan-72








































































































































































































***** 12/19/90 ***** Record 02:03 - O0-Oan-72



















































***** Record 02:03 - O0-Jan-72



























































***** 12/19/9(I ***** Record 02:05 - O0-Jan-72



















































































January 24, 1991 Data
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***** Record C)O: 03 - 00-3an-72
Process parameter list















***** PLUG TEST, 1/24/91
System identification data
messages

























***** PLUG TEST, 1/24/91
System identification data
messages





























***** PLUG TEST, 1/24/91
System identification data






























***** PLUG TEST, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 00:07 - 00-3an-72

























***** PLUG TEST, 1/24/91
System identification data






























***** PLUG TEST, 1/24/91
System identification data





























***** PLUG TEST, 1/24/91
System identification data














Value Unit Alarm messages
66.3 psig ? 7 _ge_64.1 psig
66.5 psi g
64.2 psig _, _ _'q3
12.94 Ibf
-12.67 Ibf _ -
23.47 Ibf a - 3|
-2.08 ibf "_
-1.48 Ibf
-2.63 ibf _v" --_°_
***** PLUG TEST, 1/24/91
System identification data
Qc - -  ,S7
_O0_n _'_




























***** PLUG TEST, 1/24/91
System identification data



























































***** PLUG TEST, 1/24/91
System identification data














Value Unit Alarm messages
86.6 psig
84.5 psig f_ _ ¢_
86.2 psig
84.0 psig _1 - _7
12.99 Ibf
-12.78 Ibf _t _ , _'f/
23.38 lbf
2 20 Ibf _ ---V/
-2.54 Ibf
-3.711bf
***** PLUG TEST_ 1/24/91
System identification data

























***** PLUG TEST, 1/24/91
System identification data
messages















Value Unit Alarm messages
 6.9 psig p-
34.8 psig





-1.94 Ibf _ --'_
0.08 Ibf
-i. II Ibf _t I _, 0"_
***** PLUG TEST, 1/24/91
System identification data




























***** PLUG TEST, 1/24/91
System identification data















***** PLUG TEST, 1/24/91







































***** PLUG TEST, 1/24/91
System identification data































***** PLUG TEST, 1/24/91
System identification data


























***** PLUG TEST, 1/24/91
System identification data



























***** PLUG TEST, 1/24/91
System identification data



























***** PLUG TEST, 1/24/91
System identification data

































***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data





# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure I -0.9 psig










***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 00:28 - O0-Jan-72
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure I 7.8 psig









***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
messages
***** Record 00:29 - O0-Jan-72
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 -0.9 psig













***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
*** Chart.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 7.8 psig









***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 -0.9 psig









***** Record 00:29 - 00-3an-72
Process parameter list
messages




***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 00:30 - 00-aan-72
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
#.Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 7.8 psig

















***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 -0.9 psig

















# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 7.8 psig









***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
messages
***** Record 00:32 - JOO-_n-72
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure i -0.9 psig











***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 00:33 - O0-Oan-72
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 7.9 psig _









***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure I -0.9 psig










***** Record 00:33 -
Process parameter list
messages
***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 00:34 - O0-Jan-7_
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm messages
A 7*Pressure 1 7.7 psig










***** REF'EAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
*** Chart.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 -0.9 psig














***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 00:35 - 00-3an-72
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 7.7 psig










***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 00:36 -
Process parameter list
*** Chart.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm messages
A 7*Pressure I -1.0 psig










***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 00:36 - O0-Jan-72
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 8.0 psig















# Name Value Unit Alarm messages
A 7*Pressure 1 -1.0 psig









***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 00:38 - O0-Oan-72
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 7.7 psig











***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure I -1.0 psig









***** Record 00:38 -
Process parameter list
messages
***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 00:39 - O0-Jan-72
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 7.7 psig













***** Record 00:41 - O0-Jan-72
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure I -I.0 psig










***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 00:42 - O0-Jan-72
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 16.9 psig









***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
messages






A 7*Pressure 1 -1.0 psig














***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data




# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 16.9 psig









***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
messages
***** Record 00:43 _- _O-aan-72
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure I -1.0 psig










***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 00:44 - O0-Jan-72
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 16.9 psig











***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 00:45 -
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 -1.0 psig










***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data





# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 16.9 psig















# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 -1.1 psig











***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 00:47 - O0-Jan-72
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 16.8 psig









***** REPEAT STRAIGHT_ 1/24/91
System identification data
messages




# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 -1.1 psig










***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 00:48 - O0-Jan-72
Process parameter list "
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 16.8 psig











***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 00:49 - ( n-7_
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure i -1.1 psig











***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 00:49 - 00-3an-72
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure I 17.2 psig









***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
messages




# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 -1.1 psig











***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data




# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 16.6 psig
















# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 -1.1 psig










***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 00:51 - 00-3an-72
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 16.7 psig











***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 00:51 - 00-3an-72
Process parameter list
*** Chart.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 -1.1 psig










***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 00:52 - 00-3an-72
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 16.9 psig











***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 00:53 -
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 -1.1 psig










***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 00:53 - 00-3an-72
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 30.0 psig









***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
messages
***** Record 00:54 -
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 -1.1 psig











***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 00:55 - 00-Jan-72
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 29.7 psig









***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure I -1.1 psig














***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 00:57 - O0-Jan-72
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 30.4 psig











***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 -1.2 psig










***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 00:58 - O0-Jan-72
Process parameter list
*** Chart.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 29.8 psig







































***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data




# Name. "_ Value Unit Alarm messages
A 7*Pressure _ ".... 30.0 psig f"
A 8*Pressure 2 _37.6 psig -f--
A15*Press1 "_9.8 ps£g -J""j-
A16*Press2 37.4 " " i_
A17*R1 14.90 P_ '--.. _-._.
///I 23 i bf
A18*R2 _10_84 IbfA19*R3
A20*R4 // - 1.88 I bf
A21*R5 "/ -0.10 lbf
/
A22*R6_ / -1.17 lbf
***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 00:59 - O0-aan-72
Process parameter list
*** Chart.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm messages
A 7*Pressure 1 29.8 psig














# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 -1.2 psig













***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 01:00 - O0-Jan-72
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data *** Value Unit Alarm
# Name ............
A 7,Pressure 1 30.3 psig37.9 psig









***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
messages
***** Record 01:01 70_ an-72
Process parameter list
*** Chart.data *** Value Unit Alarm
# Name ............
--- -1.2 psig











***** REPEAT STRAIGHTs 1/24/91
System identification data
messages
***** Record 01:01 - O0-Jan-72
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data *** Value Unit Alarm
# Name ............
--- 29.7 psig
A 7.Pressure 1 37.3 psig

















# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 -1.2 psig









***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
messages




# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 29.4 psig









***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
messages
***** Record 01:03 - -Jan-72
Process parameter list
*** Chart.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 -1.2 psig











***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data




# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 29.6 psig









***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
messages
***** Record 01:04 - O0-aan-72
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 -1.2 psig










***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 01:05 - O0-Jan-72
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 30.2 psig










-" - _ 1 67
***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data






A 7*Pressure I -1.2 psig










***** REPEAT STRAZGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 01:06 - O0-Jan-72
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 61.0 psig













***** Record 01:07 - oo-0an-7_
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 -1.2 psig











***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data

























***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
messages
***** Record 01:08 -3an-72
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 -1.2 psig










***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 01:08 - O0-Jan-72
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 60.9 psig
















# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 -1.2 psig










***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 01:09 - 00-Jan-72
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm messages
A 7*Pressure 1 62.0 psig














# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 -1.3 psig

















***** Record 01:10 - O0-Jan-72
Process parameter list
Unit Alarm messages
A 7*Pressure 1 61.7 psig














# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 -1.3 psig










***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 01:11 - 00-Jan-72
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 61.4 psig











***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 01:12 -_ (_-aan-72
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 -1.3 psig










***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data






A 7*Pressure 1 61.7 psig















# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 -1.3 psig











***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data





Value Unit Alarm messages
A 7*Pressure 1 61.8 psig















# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 -1.3 psig










***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data




























***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
***** Record 01:16 -_ _]-Jan-7_
Process parameter list
*** Chan.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm
A 7*Pressure 1 -1.3 psig










***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data


























***** REPEAT STRAIGHT, 1/24/91
System identification data
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ABSTRACT
This project compared the forces and moments produced by straight and 15
degree vectored nozzles using the six component thrust stand in the engines
lab at Cal Poly. As a result of these comparisons, some unexpected forces and
moments were discovered, which were due to the line pressure effects of the
system. These reactions are undesirable as they do not directly result from the
nozzle thrust, and therefore need be minimized. Several revisions were made
to the thrust stand, which included a new table, stronger brackets, and a more
accurately assembled plenum chamber. Along with these revisions, a new
computer program was written to take data from the plug (zero thrust) nozzle,
find the calibration curves, and apply this information to the thrust nozzle runs.
This resulted in a significant improvement to the accuracy of the thrust stand.
2( OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this Senior Project are as follows:
•To minimize line pressure effects of the system.
•To evaluate the test runs of 12/19 and 5/24 to determine if the new table
and brackets eliminate the moments in the Z direction (twist).
•To evaluate the test runs of 8/8 and 8/15 to determine if the plenum
chamber unbalance was the cause of the moments in the X and Y
directions (bend).
• To determine the calibration equations of the system (8/15 data)
•To develop a computer program that would calibrate thrust data by use
of the plug nozzle data (zero thrust).
• To evaluate the statistical repeatability of the data acquisition system.
• To outline the procedure for data retrieval and analysis using the Fluke
data acquisition system and Apple Macintosh computer.
INTRODUCTION
3
Future aircraft with the capability of short takeoff and landing, and improved
maneuverability especially in the post-stall flight regime will incorporate exhaust
nozzles which can be thrust vectored.
(
The Thrust Vectoring Research Project at California Polytechnic State
University began in 1989 in order to evaluate thrust vectored nozzles using a
multi-component thrust test stand sponsored by NASA. The stand is comprised
of an air supply of 120 psig (maximum) with a supply valve, a table with a series
of brackets and bellows, a dual inlet plenum chamber, and nozzle mount tube
with various exhaust nozzles. The system exists in three dimensional space
having six degrees of freedom, and therefore required six load cells to have a
determinate solution (three in the vertical direction, three in the horizontal
direction). The configuration of the load cells and coordinate system can be







Figure 1: The thrust stand coordinate system
4The data recording is provided by a FLUKE data acquisition computer. The
FLUKE is connected to all six load cells and the two pressure transducers. The
computer monitors all eight channels and displays the information on a screen
or can print a hard copy to the printer. Before each pressurized run, a zero
pressure or 'tare' reading is recorded as the transducers do not rest with zero
voltage. These six load cell reactions are then transferred to a Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet which calculates the forces and moments.of the system. The




Mx=R1 *Y1 +R2*Y2+ R3*Y3 (4)
My=R2*X2-R3*X3 (5)
Mz=R5*X5+R6*X6 (6)
This data, now in table form, may be copied over to the graphics program
"Cricket Graph", in order to generate any plots required.
( DISCUSSION
A. Reduction of Twist (Mz)
It was evident that there was a great problem with twist in the system as shown
in the December 19 test runs. Theoretically, the 15 degree nozzle should
produce a moment around the X or Y axis (or both if not at a 90 degree
increment), but no moment around the Z axis should exist. However, a moment
of approximately 19 in-lb resulted from the 15 degree nozzle at 80 psi on
December 19. (See Figure 2) It was theorized that this was caused by twisting
of the air supply line, so a new, stronger table was constructed that also
consisted of sturdy blocks and improved bellows. A new brace was added that
spanned from block to block which further increased the rigidity of the system.
Care had to be taken though, to keep the test stand somewhat flexible in the Z
direction, as low vertical resistance was needed for accurate measurement of
thrust from the load cells. With these new additions to the test stand, a run was
taken on May 24 with the 15 degree nozzle. The moment in the Z direction was
greatly reduced to only 3 in-lb at 80 psi (See Figure 3). Dr. Carpenter believes
that this may be reduced even further with the use of externally pressurized
bellows.
Comparison of Moments in the Z direction





















Comparison of Moments in Z Direction
5/24/91 - 15 Degree Nozzle
Brackets Installed
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B. Reduction of Bending (Mx & My)
The test runs of May 24 revealed that there was a significant problem with
bending in the system. Theoretically, the straight nozzle should produce only a
force in the Z direction (thrust), and no other forces or moments. The forces in
the X, Y, and Z direction were.-0.5,-1.0, and 16 Ibf. respectively at 80 psi.
However, a moment existed in the Y direction equal to -25 in-lb at 80 psi. In
order to investigate the nature of this bending, the equations in which the
moment is calculated must be examined (Equation 5).
My=R2*X2-R3*X3 (5)
Since X2 and X3 are constants equal to each other (4.33 in.), it is our goal to
make R2 and R3 equal each other in order to eliminate My. We may gain
further information by looking at Mx (Equation 4).
Mx=R1 *Y1 +R2*Y2+R3*Y3 (4)
Again, with Y1=5 in., Y2=Y3=-2.5 in., the reactions need be equal to eliminate
the moment in the X direction. Since the Force in the Z direction (thrust) is
equal to the sum of R1, R2, and R3, the goal was not to reduce the reactions, but
make them equal.
The tests runs of August 8 were performed to investigate the unbalance of these
three load cells. The most obvious explanation to this unbalance would be that
the nozzle was not centered on the pedestal, therefore causing more force to be
applied to a particular load cell. To test this theory, a dead weight test (a lead
weight balanced on top of the nozzle) was performed on the morning of August










Comparison of Vertical Reactions
8/8/91 Straight Nozzle































DEAD WEIGHT TEST RESULTS




It is evident that the nozzle is centered and balanced on the pedestal, since
RI=R2=R3 (within 0.01 Ibf). As expected, R4=R5=R6=0 for the dead weight run.
The unbalance of vertical reactions during pressurized runs was believed to be
caused by some dynamic unbalance of the system.
The Plug nozzle was run next (zero thrust), followed by the straight nozzle. It
was observed that the vertical reactions varied from 2 Ibf. to 8 Ibf. at 80 psi (See
Figure 4).




In physical terms, the above numbers would result in the pedestal "leaning" to
-th--_3e-ft-0f-I-do-k-i_f-rb-m-l-0-_bn R1 ), Which results in a large negative moment
around the Y axis, equal to -24 in-lbf at 80 psi.
]1
It was theorized that this bending was occurring from pressure effects inside the
air plenum. One of the inlets to the plenum was welded on at a slightly skewed
angle, and this small unbalance could cause great errors at high pressures. To
test this theory, the plenum chamber was reversed (180 degrees) and a new
series of straight nozzle tests were ran. The results turned out as expected, and





It can be seen that the bending was so large that it caused one of the load cells
to go into tension! This resulted in an extreme bending moment of +60 in-lbf
around the Y axis. This led us to believe that the plenum was at fault for this
unbalance in the system. A bending moment of -13 in-lbf existed around the X
axis at 80 psi (See Figures 6 & 7). These moments were more extreme than the
earlier case because when the plenum was reversed, it was not leveled with a
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Data from "8/8/91 Str.P.Rev. CG DATA"
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To alleviate this condition, a new plenum chamber was constructed. The inlet
rings were welded while being held in place by a jig, in order to minimize
misalignment. The bellows were then balanced with a scale to insure that they
were level.
The test runs on August 15 were performed to determine if this new plenum
chamber would reduce the bending around the X and Y axes. A Plug nozzle
test was ran first, followed by the Straight nozzle test.. The variation of reactions
in the vertical plane was greatly reduced (See Figure 8), and the approximate




The bending moment in the X direction was reduced from -13 to -10 in-lbf, and
the bending moment in the Y direction was reduced from +60 in-lbf to -3 in-lbf
(the axis perpendicular to the plenum chamber inputs). These results can be
seen in Figures 9 & 10. The moment in the X direction is still somewhat large
because of the difference between R1 & R3. It was noticed, however, that these
differences also existed during the Plug nozzle (zero thrust) tests. It was
believed that these small differences could be reduced if calibration equations
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C. Application of Calibration Curve,_
]9
It was believed that if a Plug nozzle trial was run before positive thrust trials,
calibration equations could be developed that would compensate for the line
pressure effects of the system, if these equations were applied to the positive
thrust runs, the line pressure effects would hopefully be reduced to give a true
reading of the resulting nozzle thrust. A Plug nozzle test was performed on













The above equations were derived from the linear regression function on the
graphics program "Cricket Graph". The curves can be seen in Figures 11-16.
new Microsoft Excel spreadsheet was written that would take takes the straight
or inclined nozzle data and subtracts the calibration data. This program is
labeled "Worksheet Base w/Cal".
A
When the calibration curves were applied to the August 15 straight nozzle test
run, the spread between R1, R2, and R3 was reduced to under 1 Ibf. This can
be seen in Figure 17. This resulted in a great reduction of Mx and My, which
were then calculated to be -2 in-lbf and -1 in-lbf respectively at 80 psi. This may
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Comparison of Vertical Reactions
8/15/91 Straight Nozzle
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This new calibrated data reduced both the forces in the X and Y directions, and
the moments in the X, Y, and Z directions. Even better data can possibly be
attained from a more thorough calibration run (since only 10 data points were
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Data from "8/15/91 Calibrated Straight"
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Figure 21
Data from "8/15/91 Calibrated Straight"
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Figure 22
Data from "8115/91 Calibrated Straight"
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from "8/15/91 Calibrated Straight"
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D. Repeatability of Test Stand (Statistical Analysis)
To test the repeatability of the test stand and the instruments ten readings at the
same plenum pressures were taken. Four different pressures were used for the
test, and the standard deviation and variance were calculated for each load cell.
An assumption was made that the data had to follow a normal distribution.
However, there was not enough time to collect enough data to show this
distribution. This information is collected in Table 2. The variances of the load
cell readings were low compared to the variances of the pressures. No
correlation was found between the variance values and different pressure
readings.
TABLE 2 4 !
Summary of Statistical Calculations
R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6
P=8.57 psi
Mean 0.674 0.353 0.986 -0.017 -0.124 -0.031Standard Dev. 0.0344 0. 4001 0. 3688 0. 2584 0. 0699 0. 0995
IVariance 0.00118 0.0016 0.00136 0.0006678 0.000049 0.000099
P=24.63 psi
Mean 1.797 0.832 2.566 -0.07 -0.306 -0.078 IStandard Dev. 0.011595 0.042635 0.03835 0.04807 0. 09 6 0. 1398 IIVariance 0.0001344 0.001817 0.00147 0.002311 0.0000933 0.0001956
P=41.08 psi
Mean 2.906 1.226 4.101 -0.19 -0.476 -0.095Standard Dev. 0.01577 0.23434 0.04358 0. 616 0. 10 49 0. 9675





5.013 2.281 7.312 -0.388 -0.814 -0.24
0.0361478 0.04067 0.082435 0.072234 0.008433 0.013498
0.001307 0.001654 0.006795 0.005478 0.0000711 0.0001822
42
E. Procedure Listina
The following describes the procedure for collecting data from the thrust stand:
(
1 .Perform a Plug nozzle test and print results.
2. Perform the required thrust tests and print results.
3. Enter the data in the Excel spreadsheet "DATA"
4. Open Excel spreadsheet "WORKSHEET BASE" and load Plug data.
5. Copy results into the 'Scrapbook' and import to Cricket Graph file.
6. Graph all load cell reactions of Plug data vs. supply pressure.
7. Perform a linear regression (simple curve fit) and record equations.
8. Open Excel spreadsheet "WORKSHEET BASE W/CAL" and load run
data.
9. Enter in new calibration equations.
10. Copy results in the 'Scrapbook' and import to Cricket Graph file.
11. Graph results.
( CONCLUSIONS
1. By the addition of the new table, blocks, and bellows, the moment in
the Z direction was greatly reduced.
43
2. The new plenum chamber, along with careful alignment, greatly
reduced the bending moments in the X and Y directions.
3. The application of calibration runs and curves can greatly improve the
accuracy of the thrust readings, as this reduces the effects of the line
pressure. All forces and moments were reduced to nearly zero (with the
exception of Fz).
4. The data acquisition system readings were shown to be highly
repeatable via the statistical analysis.
5. The calibration equations for the system are listed as Equations 7-12.
44
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APPENDIX A
12/19/90 STRAIGHT NOZZLE RUN
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5/24/91 STRAIGHT NOZZLE RUN
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Fy (Ibf) Fz (Ibf)
#2
Mx
Thu, Aug 15, 1991
(in-lb) My (in-lb) Mz (in-lb)
t 9.200 -0.030 -0. 190 2.050 0.500 -3.120 0.520
16.600 -0.060 -0.280 3.690 0.680 -5.150 0.640
24.400 -0.170 -0.370 5.140 1.100 -7.010 1.080
4 32.900 -0.180 -0.490 6.840 1.660 -9.180 1.080
5 41.700 -0.140 -0.620 8.500 2.160 -12.210 1.600
6 50.400 -0.340 -0.740 10.130 2.050 - 14.200 1.840
7 57.900 -0.310 -0.820 11.620 2.300 -16.540 2.000
8 65.500 -0.250 -0.920 13.130 2.280 - 18.660 2.400
9 73.700 -0.300 -1.040 14.620 2.450 -21.820 2.560
1 0 82.600 -0.500 -1.150 16.240 2.450 -23.990 2.760
2:31 PM
R1 (Ibf) R2 (Ibf)
5/24191straight #2
R3 (Ibf) R4 (Ibf) R5 (Ibf) R6
Thu,Aug15,1991 2:31PM
(Ibf)
0.750 0.290 1.010 -0.030 -0.160 -0.030
1.320 0.590 1.780 -0.060 -0.220 -0.060
--3 1.860 0.830 2.450 -0.170 -0.320 -0.050
4 2.500 1.110 3.230 -0.180 -0.380 -0.110
5 3.120 1.280 4.100 -0.140 -0.510 -0.110
6 3.650 1.600 4.880 -0.340 -0.600 -0.140
7 4.180 1.810 5.630 -0.310 -0.660 -0.160
8 4.680 2.070 6.380 -0.250 -0.760 - 0.160
9 5.200 2.190 7.230 -0.300 -0.840 -0.200
1 0 5.740 2.480 8.020 -0.500 -0.920 -0.230
?3
APPENDIX C














8/8/91 PLUG NOZZLE RUN
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15, 1991 2:30 PM
8/8/91 Plug CG DATA Thu, Aug 15, 1991 2:30 PM
Pressure (psi) Fx (Ibf) Fy (Ibf) Fz (Ibf) Mx (in-lb) My (in-lb) Mz (in-lb)
14.100 -0.050 -0.170 -0.080 0.270 -2. 990 0.520
23.600 -0.090 -0.290 -0.160 0.700 -5.020 0.760
-3 32.700 -0.110 -0.380 -0.220 0.930 -6.880 1.040
4 42.200 -0.160 -0.490 -0.260 1.470 -9.140 1.400
5 51.200 -0.200 - 0.590 -0.270 1.880 - 11.130 1.640
6 62.700 -0.230 -0.790 -0.400 2.050 - 13.600 1.720
7 75.700 -0.320 -0.880 -0.470 2.450 -16.800 2.320
8 87.600 -0.390 -1.010 -0.500 2.830 -19.610 2.760
9 101.500 -0.460 - 1.160 -0.530 2.820 -23.250 3.120


















_o_. 8 psi g
-1.9 psig
oo 62 i bf
_. 64 i bf
o_ 52 i bf
_o_,.
(-).01 I b f
1. 12 ibf
1.51 ibf





***** Record 00:39 - 00-Jan-72
Process parameter list
_** Chart.data ***


























_ J-_m identification data
:e_ Chart.data **_




















**_** Record 00:39 --
Process parameter list


































***** Record '}0:452 00-J an--72
_, -t_m identification data Process parameter lisL
s** Chan.data ***

































































Value Unit Alarm messages
-2.8 psig
-1.9 psig




_ 49 i bf
0.00 ibf
























_. 64 1 b¢





















***** Record 0(:)'46 - c)O-Jan-72
Process parameter list
Value Unit Alarm messages

































































































































# Name Value Unit Alarm
_F'ressure I 72.8 psi








_21-R5 0. 39 Ibf
_22-R6 1. :34 ibf
messages
,_._.._-_ - S / 8 ! 91 p
i" m identification data
r








































































oo 44 i bf
,=-.64 Ibf
















































































































8/8/91 STRAIGHT NOZZLE RUN
Data from "8/8/91 Straight"
10
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--- Pressure (psi)













0 20 40 60 80 100
Pressure (psi)
Data from "8/8/91 Straight"
0.0 °
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v- Pressure (psi)
Data from "8/8/91 Straight"
0.0
-0.2
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_-- Pressure (psl)
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0 20 40 60 80 100
My (in-lb)
Pressure (psi)
Data from "8/8/91 Straight"
10
a_z_sllslt=..,.==,=







......;......_..._..__...__=......_ ......].......¢.............. ......,._....,..._..,.....,.....# ......__.__._ ......*.______......= ......
P
• • l 4[
q
0 20 40 60 80 100
_ Pressure (psi)
8/8/91 Straight CG DATA Thu, Aug 15, 1991 2:31 PM
Pressure (psi) Fx (Ibf) Fy (Ibf) Fz (Ibf) Mx (in-lb) My (in-lb) Mz (in-lb)
9.800 -0.050 -0.220 2.140 0.050 -3.380 0.400
15.200 -0.070 -0.330 3.420 -0.070 -4.890 0.600
-3 25.200 -0. 070 -0.520 5.260 0.430 -8.270 0.880
4 37.300 -0.100 -0.720 7.630 0.880 - 11 . 730 1 .280
5 40.900 -0.160 -0.720 8.380 1.250 - 12.560 1.440
6 50.400 -0.160 -0.880 10.070 1.980 -15.110 1.600
7 58.300 -0.140 -0.970 11.580 2.030 - 16.670 1.800
8 64.600 -0.280 -1.040 12.880 2.300 -19.400 2.080
9 75.300 -0.290 -1.160 14.800 2.980 -22.990 2.480
1 0 80.800 -0.340 -1.190 15.850 2.370 -24.030 2.440
8/8/91StraightCG DATA Thu,Aug15,1991 2:31PM
R1 (Ibf) R2 (Ibf) R3 (Ibf) R4 (Ibf) R5 (Ibf) R6 (Ibf)
0.720 0.320 1.100 -0.050 -0.160 -0.060
1.130 0.580 1.710 -0.070 -0.240 -0.090
-3 1.810 0.770 2.680 -0.070 -0.370 -0.150
4 2.660 1.130 3.840 -0.100 -0.520 -0.200
5 2.960 1.260 4.160 -0.160 -0.540 -0.180
6 3.620 1.480 4.970 -0.160 -0.640 -0.240
7 4.130 1.800 5.650 -0.140 -0.71 0 -0.260
8 4.600 1.900 6.380 -0.280 -0.780 -0.260
9 5.330 2.080 7.390 -0.290 -0.890 -0.270

























































_. _ 8/ .... i
'-tem identification data
_ Chan.data _**











-_. 8 psi g
-1.9 psig








_*** Record 00:06 - O0-Jan-72
































****_ Record 00:08 -
Process parameter list
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Value Unit Alarm messages
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***** Record 00: 2o -
Process parameter list






































# Name Value Unit
7*Pressure 1 -2.8
8*Pressure 2 -1.9




















































- _em identification data
-** Chart.data *_*





















































• _._ tification data




























































8/8/91 STRAIGHT NOZZLE RUN
(PLENUM REVERSED)








'- ...... 3 3- • 3- t 3 • 3 _ ....
.................. L_i ....................................................................
0
........ L L _ I .., _...............................
4
I,






Data from "818191 Str.P.Rev. CG DATA"
i ,,, ,
4
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• _ (Ibf)
Pressure (psi)
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-- Pressure (psi)







....... _ .................. ___.A d
• • v
q
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Pressure (psi)
Data from "8/8/91 Str.P.Rev. CG DATA"
R5 (Ibf)
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.... Pressure (psi)
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8/15/91 PLUG NOZZLE DATA
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B Fz (Ibf)
Pressure (psi)













0 20 40 60 80 100 120
Pressure (psi)







0 20 40 60 80 100 120
Pressure (psi)
















0 20 40 60 80 100 120
[] Mz(in-lb)
Pressure (psi)
8/15/91 Plug Data Thu, Aug 15, 1991 2:29 PM
Pressure (psi) Fx (Ibf) Fy (Ibf) Fz (Ibf) Mx (in-lb) My (in-lb) Mz (in-lb)
1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.030 -0.040 0.000
10.800 0.020 -0.120 -0.070 -1.100 -0.350 -0.240
.... 20.700 0.050 -0.210 -0.020 -2.280 -0.220 -0.440
4 34.500 0.070 -0.340 -0.090 -3.380 -0.480 -0.800
5 39.200 O. 1 O0 - O. 370 -0.070 -3.950 - O. 780 -0.840
6 45.400 O. 130 -0.430 -0.040 -4.550 - O. 780 - 1.000
7 51.900 0.130 -0.490 -0.090 -5.250 -0.780 -1.160
8 59.900 O. 170 -0.570 -0.040 -5.900 - 1.210 - 1 .320
9 67.600 0.200 -0.640 -0.050 -6.480 -1.430 -1.440
1 0 76.700 0.250 -0.730 -0.050 -7.300 -1.650 -1.640
1 1 96.200 0.290 -0.920 -0.020 -8.730 -1.950 -2.080
1 2 113.600 0.430 - 1.120 -0.040 - 10.1 O0 -2.940 -2.400
























































































- ' em identification data
,-** Clnan.data ***


















-°_ 86 I bf
25.49 i bf





(_)(_)--d E_FI -- /
***** 8/15/91
System identification data

























































***** Rc÷-cord 01:27 -
F'roceEs parameter iist




















Val Lie Unit AI arm
7.9 psig
9. 1 psi g





(]. _':'] _ bf
O. 94 i bE
2. i0 ibT
messages
o_ G_AL QU _.LI"I'Y
OF poor
..... c/-_,'gl
).- _ =-m identi_icatlon data
f
{_ Cman.data ***

















































O. c-,.._._,i b ,c
,., ,_ iO, _
I,OOR
-'7= ...... z_enti+Ication data
_-<-.--..--_Record 0 i : !32 -
P_ ocess parameter list













Value Unit Alarm messages
_o_. 8 psi g

























Vaiue Unit Alarm messages





-°= 74 I bE
_= 70 I bE
0.55 Ib_
0.90 i b f
I o,-, ibf
( iderlti f ication data





















































































***** Record 01:41 -
Process parameter list


























._- F,_ecor. _, Ol : 41 -
F'rocess parameter iist
0 0-- J a n - 7 2












Value Unit Alarm messages
-__. 8 psi g
-1.7 psig










***** Record 01:45 -
Process parameter list
O0-J an-72
-_ Chan. Oata _I}*



















0.60 i b f































































_.%_-_ {Record O! : 49 - O0--JaF_--72
....m ideoti<ication data
_*_ Chan.data w_*





























# Name Value Unit Alarm messages
: -_essure 1 64.6 psig
% _ _essure 2 65.8 psig
_15]_:ressi 64.7 psig
_a16 Fress= 65.9 psiq
%17_RI 25.97 IbE
_I_, K= --23.66 ib;
h19*R3 =_._=84 lb,_
:_2C;_R4 ,._.6, Ibf
...._ ...." O. U "'
--_ __*. F,,J -2 Ibf
_22_R6 i. 62 ibf
i.oo 
- tem identification data
_*_ Chan.data *_
# Name Value Un it
7*Pressure I -2.9 psi
8*Pressure 2 -1.8 psi







,_o,_._ _ 12..... . ib_
AI arm































_m i,_' ...... i£_cation data












g:,_ ...... { • r ,.. ±_**_ ,, =,{._ rd "_ "5< - O0-Jam-/_:
Process pat-ametE, r i ist

























































***_.* Record (-)i: ...... --- ,:.:.O-Jan-/:
Process parameter !ist














=:_ o0--3an-72***** Record 01:_ - _
Process parameter list
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2 1 *F:5
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oL ! / i b_
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__,. LJ k.J





8115/91 STRAIGHT NOZZLE DATA
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gi 1.si lisi s_sR
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f
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8/15/91 Straight Data Thu, Aug 15, 1991 2:29 PM
Pressure (psi) Fx (Ibf) Fy (Ibf) Fz (Ibf) Mx (in-lb) My (in-lb) Mz (in-lb)
0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.010 0.030 0.040 0.000
6.900 -0.030 -0.100 1.600 -1.000 -0.170 -0.320
-_3 12.400 0.060 -0.150 2.870 -1.780 -0.040 -0.520
4 19.700 0.090 -0.240 4.500 -3.000 -0.350 -0.720
5 28.700 0.110 -0.360 6.040 -3.700 -1. 130 -0.880
6 34.700 0.140 -0.410 7.390 -4.600 -1.390 -1.240
7 42.700 0.120 -0.490 8.890 -5.430 - 1.780 - 1.240
8 50.600 0.170 -0.640 10.520 -6.200 -1.040 -1.600
9 65.800 0.340 - 0. 760 13.530 -8.030 - 1.600 -2.160
1 0 76.000 0.320 -0.890 15.500 -8.980 -2.290 -2.280




= u_l]u_ , Ioatlon data
e** Chan. data ***
# Name Val ue Uni t
% 7*F'ressure i -2.8 psi g
8*F'ressure 2 -1.6 psig
%15*Pressl -2.8 psig
_ 16*Press2 -1.6 psig
:_I7*RI 26.88 ibT


















































































r -_-essure i 6.9
-essure 2 5.3




















.:-_-._-_:* Record 01 ". 12 - O0-,]ar_-J2
S,,'stem= identification oata
***_an.data ***
# Name Value Unit Alarm




















O. 45 i bf


































# Name Value Unit Alarm
7*F'ressure i -2.8 psi
8.F'ressure 2 -1.6 psi














L,,)--Jan-72**_** Record 01: 1.7; - -"....






















c,,? 5 D S I
18. 2 psi





O. 94 i b+
2.02 ib _
Alarm messages
XjV "_+Ze,_Ti i ,J_=_I,-I _ L ..... O;-t
4.
e** Chart.data ***





















_-_ Fi:ecorci 0i" 16 -
F'roces_:. parameter list


















Value Unit Alarm messages











-- n 7 {_ec_tl}!ca.tlon data
,_* ChaP.Oata ***
,_ Name Value Unit Alarm
*:-_=-_*.......... F;_ecord O1 : t °_., -
Process parameter list



























# Name Value Unit Alarm messages
-essure i .-.,.=r° 8 psi q_
c ....... _ _ i g
_.__. ....... e 2 ....... o ps
-:_!5*F'ressl 40.0 psig
"i6*F'r _-_-=? "_'_" i osiq
_i7*Ri _.°° 7 i ib+
418"R2 -21.28 ib<
"i 9-R3 28.53 !bf
:,20-R4 (-). 60 I bf
-_21-R5 0.9-2 ibT














...... +_- " _ J i o _ ,:-x}-j .-_n---Tia
............... ,L_,E, C Cd'-" 0 (-; f,
, , OLC=__S parameter list



























Value Unit Alarm messages
49.2 psig
41.0 psig










£T-....teF_ ].d'gF_ili+;_cat3. oF_ data
_*w Chart.data w**













-Z. U psi g
-1.7 psig
26.85 I b{
"_ 93 I b{
25.57 I bE
0.46 i bf

























































***** Record 01:22 (.)(.)-- d <T:_r-',-- / _,:_





***** Record 01:23 -
Process parameter list
Cx]-J an- 72























**-_!*_ Record 0! : :24 - 0,::>-Jari-?::_:
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•=:*-_ i:: r_a n. d a t a -* -:':.-
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1 . 47 i0_
messages.
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_ ..... _a.n.data ***







































Value Unit Alarm messages
97.5 psi g
,i.D "0 --:'
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